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Do spinocerebellar neurones forward information
on spinal actions of neurones in the feline red nucleus?
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Non-technical summary Limb movements are initiated and controlled by nerve cells in several
brain regions. Of these, neurones in the red nucleus supplement actions of corticospinal neurones and may even substitute them after injuries of the motor cortex. We have investigated
how commands sent from the red nucleus to spinal neurones, and via them to limb muscles,
are monitored by a population of spinal neurones providing the cerebellum with feedback
information on operation of spinal neuronal networks. The results show that actions expected to
be evoked by neurones in the red nucleus on motoneurones may be monitored by the cerebellum,
as actions of corticospinal neurones are, although they are monitored by spinal rather than
reticulospinal neurones. These results may provide us with a better understanding of mechanisms
contributing to the recovery of motor functions following brain injuries.

Abstract We recently demonstrated that feline ventral spinocerebellar tract (VSCT) neurones
monitor descending commands for voluntary movements initiated by pyramidal tract (PT)
neurones as well as locomotor movements relayed by reticulospinal (RS) neurones. The aim of the
present study was to examine whether VSCT neurones likewise monitor descending commands
from the red nucleus (RN). Extracellular records from the spinal border (SB) subpopulation of
VSCT neurons revealed that a third (31%) of SB neurones may be discharged by trains of stimuli
applied in the RN. Moreover, when RN stimuli failed to discharge SB neurones they facilitated
activation of some of these neurones by RS and/or PT neurones, while activation of other SB
neurones was depressed. We propose that the facilitation and depression of actions of RS neurones
by RN neurones might serve to reflect a higher or lower excitability of motoneurones and therefore
a likely higher or lower efficacy of the RS descending commands, prompting the cerebellum to
adjust the activation of reticulospinal neurones. Activation of SB neurones by RN stimuli alone
would also allow monitoring and adjusting the RN descending commands. Intracellular records
from SB neurones revealed both monosynaptic and disynaptic EPSPs and disynaptic IPSPs evoked
by RN stimuli. The disynaptic actions remained following transection of axons of reticulospinal
neurones within the medullary longitudinal fascicle (MLF) and were therefore taken to be relayed
primarily by spinal neurones, in contrast to EPSPs and IPSPs evoked by PT stimuli found to be
relayed by reticulospinal rather than spinal neurones.
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Introduction

Methods

Rubrospinal tract neurones act together with corticospinal
neurones to initiate voluntary movements and may even
substitute some functions of corticospinal neurones after
injuries to the pyramidal tract (PT) system (Ghez, 1975;
Gibson et al. 1985; Houk et al. 1988; Martin & Ghez,
1988; Cheney et al. 1991; Pettersson et al. 2000; van Kan
& McCurdy, 2001). They may also contribute to centrally
initiated locomotion (Orlovsky, 1972; Armstrong, 1986;
Arshavsky et al. 1988; Rho et al. 1999; Muir & Whishaw,
2000; Lavoie & Drew, 2002). It would therefore be expected
that feed-back information forwarded from the spinal cord
to the cerebellum concerns descending commands relayed
not only by corticospinal (Hammar et al. 2011; Jankowska
et al. 2011) but also by rubrospinal neurones. However
feed-back information on actions of rubrospinal neurones
has so far only been demonstrated for those evoked on
forelimb motoneurones. In addition, it was shown to be
forwarded via cervical propriospinal neurones to neurones
in the lateral reticular nucleus (Alstermark et al. 1981) and
only via them to the cerebellum, rather than directly to
cerebellar neurones.
Descending actions on hindlimb motoneurones relayed
by feline PT and reticulospinal (RS) neurones have recently
been found to be monitored more directly, by ventral
spinocerebellar tract (VSCT) neurones including their
spinal border (SB) subpopulation (Hammar et al. 2011;
Jankowska et al. 2011). The present study therefore aimed
at examining whether rubrospinal actions are monitored
in the same way. Oscarsson (Magni & Oscarsson, 1961;
Oscarsson, 1973) hypothesized that input to spinocerebellar neurones is provided not only by the corticospinal but also by the cortico-rubrospinal pathway and
stimuli applied in the red nucleus (RN) were shown
to evoke both monosynaptic and disynaptic EPSPs in
VSCT neurones (Baldissera & Weight, 1969; Baldissera
& Roberts, 1975; Baldissera & ten Bruggencate, 1976).
However, it was not established whether stimuli applied
in RN may evoke in SB neurones not only EPSPs but
also spike potentials which would be required to forward
information on commands relayed by RN neurones
to the cerebellum. Furthermore, monosynaptic and/or
disynaptic actions from the RN were only found in a
relatively small proportion of VSCT neurones. Hence, it
remained an open question whether feedback information
on descending commands from the rubrospinal neurones is forwarded to the cerebellum in the same way
as information on descending commands from the
reticulospinal and corticospinal neurones. The main aim
of the present study was to find the answers to this
question.

Ethical approval

J Physiol 589.23

All experiments were approved by the Ethics Committee
for Animal Research at the University of Gothenburg
(Göteborgs Djurförsöksetiska Nämnd) and comply with
NIH and EU guidelines for animal care and with
the ethical policies and regulations of The Journal of
Physiology (Drummond, 2009). The animals were
bred and housed under veterinary supervision at the
Laboratory of Experimental Biomedicine at Sahlgrenska
Academy where the experiments were carried out.
Preparation

The experiments were performed on six deeply
anaesthetised cats weighing 3.4–4.8 kg, four of which were
also used for experiments described by Jankowska et al.
(2011). Anaesthesia was induced with sodium pentobarbital (Apoteksbolaget, Sweden; 40–44 mg kg−1 , I.P.)
and maintained with intermittent doses of α-chloralose
(Rhône-Poulenc Santé, France; doses of 5 mg kg−1
administered every 1–3 h, up to 55 mg kg−1 , I.V.).
Additional doses of α-chloralose were given when motor
reactions were evoked during dissection or when increases
in the continuously monitored blood pressure or heart
rate were evoked by the experimental procedures. Atropin
(0.05–0.2 mg kg−1 I.M.) was sometimes administered
during the preliminary surgical procedures to reduce
tracheal secretion. During recordings, neuromuscular
transmission was blocked by pancuronium bromide
(Pavulon, Organon, Sweden; 0.3 mg kg−1 I.V.) and
the animals were artificially ventilated. Neuromuscular
relaxation was induced only after several hours of surgery
and when the animal had reached a deep and stable level
of anaesthesia and was thereafter maintained by adding
pancuronium bromide to the buffer infusion (see below)
at doses corresponding to about 0.2 mg kg−1 h−1 ). Mean
blood pressure was kept at 100–130 mmHg and end-tidal
concentration of CO2 at about 4–4.5% by adjusting
the parameters of artificial ventilation and the rate of
a continuous infusion of a bicarbonate buffer solution
with 5% glucose (1–2 ml−1 h−1 kg−1 ). The core body
temperature was kept at about 37.5◦ C by servo-controlled
infrared lamps. The experiments were terminated by a
lethal dose of pentobarbital I.V. followed by formalin
perfusion.
After the initial vein, artery and tracheal cannulation, a
laminectomy exposed the third to fifth lumbar (L3–L5),
low thoracic (Th11–Th13) and, in some experiments, the
second to fourth cervical (C2–C4) segments of the spinal
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cord. The quadriceps (Q) and sartorius (Sart) muscle
nerves were transected and mounted for stimulation in
a subcutaneous cuff electrode while branches of the sciatic
nerve were mounted on pairs of silver electrodes in paraffin
oil pool.
A craniotomy was made over the frontal lobes to allow
insertion of a tungsten electrode (impedance 30–150 k)
into the right RN, aiming at Horsley–Clarke co-ordinates
A3.5, L2.5 and H–3. However, the positioning of the
electrode was guided by records of antidromic field
potentials following stimulation of the left lateral funiculus
(Fig. 1B). It was left at the depth at which the largest
of these potentials were recorded and from which the
descending volleys were evoked at the lowest thresholds
(≤20 μA) from the surface of the lateral funiculus at the
Th11–Th13 and/or the C4–C5 segments (for details see
Stecina et al. 2008). The caudal part of the cerebellum
was exposed for placement of electrodes in the left medial
longitudinal fascicle (MLF), in the right pyramid (PT) and
in the region of the left n. interpositus in the cerebellum.
These electrodes were inserted at an angle of 35–45 deg
(with the tip directed rostrally). The initial targets were at
Horsley–Clarke co-ordinates P9, L0.6, H–5 for MLF; P7,
R1.2, H–10 for PTs and P7, L3, H0 for the cerebellum. The
final positions of these electrodes were likewise adjusted
on the basis of thresholds of descending volleys. At the
end of the experiments the stimulation sites were marked
with electrolytic lesions (0.2 mA constant current for 10 s).
Their location was subsequently verified on 50 μm thick
frontal sections of the brainstem, cut in the plane of
insertion of the electrodes using cryostate, counterstained
with cresyl violet and scanned. Location of the stimulation
sites in the MLF, PTs and the cerebellum is summarized
in Fig. 1 in the companion paper (Jankowska et al. 2011);
only that of the stimulation sites in the contralateral RN is
therefore shown in Fig. 1A.
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2008). As shown previously, no current spread to the
opposite PT was found when PT stimuli were ≤100 μA
(see e.g. Jankowska et al. 2006). No evidence for current
spread from the PT electrode to the MLF fibres was found,
as estimated by comparing descending volleys evoked
from the MLF from within the PTs and from the areas
dorsal to the PTs. No attempts were made to differentiate
between effects of stimuli applied within the ipsilateral
and contralateral MLF, as even submaximal stimuli would
encroach upon fibres on the other side of the midline. Up
to 150 μA MLF stimuli were expected to activate a large
proportion of ponto- and medullary reticulospinal tract
fibres (see Jankowska et al. 2003). These stimuli would also
activate vestibulospinal tract fibres arising from the medial
vestibular nucleus (which do not project caudally as far as
the lumbar segments) but would not activate fibres from
the lateral vestibular (Deiter’s) nucleus (Nyberg-Hansen

Stimulation and recording

Peripheral nerves were stimulated with constant voltage
stimuli (0.2 ms duration, intensity expressed in multiples
of threshold, T, for the most sensitive fibres in the
nerve). For activation of the rubrospinal, corticospinal and
reticulospinal tract fibres trains of four or five constant
current cathodal stimuli of 0.2 ms duration at 250 or
330 Hz (within the train) were used. The trains were
repeated at 1–3 Hz. The stimuli were at intensities of
≤100 μA for RN, 100–150 μA for PT and ≤100 μA
for MLF. No particular measures were taken to avoid
inadvertent activation of axons of ipsilateral RN neurones
after they have crossed the midline, but the risk of current
spread to these axons by stimuli applied in the ventral part
of the contralateral RN was estimated to be negligible when
the stimulus intensity did not exceed 100 μA (Stecina et al.

Figure 1. Location of stimulation sites in the contralateral RN
A, location of electrolytic lesions made at the end of the experiments
to mark the stimulation sites overlaid on a transverse section of the
midbrain of one of the preparations. The extent of the RN is
indicated by the circles, the depths according to Horsley–Clarke’s
coordinates being indicated to the left. B, a series of antidromic field
potentials evoked along the most lateral electrode track to the right
recorded at the depths indicated to the left. C, diagram of
monosynaptic and two disynaptic pathways via which synaptic
actions could be evoked by stimuli applied in RN.
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& Mascitti, 1964), so the effects in the lumbar segments
can be attributed to reticulospinal fibres.
Stimuli applied in the cerebellum were used for
identification of spinocerebellar neurones by antidromic
activation. However, as both contralaterally ascending
VSCT neurones and ipsilaterally ascending DSCT neurones could be activated by such stimuli; only neurones
activated from both the cerebellum and the contralateral
but not ipsilateral lateral funiculus at the Th11–13 were
classified as VSCT neurones. The lateral funiculi were
stimulated transdurally using pairs of silver ball electrodes.
Descending volleys were likewise recorded transdurally
using one silver ball electrode in contact with the dura
mater and the reference electrode inserted in one of
the back muscles. During placement of the stimulating
electrodes the descending volleys were recorded from
the lateral border of the dorsal columns at the C3–C4
segments and from the left lateral funiculus at the Th11–12
segments. During recording, the volleys were recorded
from the surface of the dorsal columns at the border
between the L4 and L5 segments.
Glass micropipettes filled with 2 M solution of
potassium citrate were used for recording. Pipettes with
impedance 2–4 and 4–6 M were selected for extracellular
and intracellular recording, respectively.
Intracellular records were obtained from 54 neurones of the spinal border (SB) subpopulation of VSCT
neurones (Lundberg, 1971; Lundberg & Weight, 1971)
and extracellular records from 74 neurones. They were
identified by their location within the most lateral part
of the ventral horn, lateral to the location of motor
nuclei in the L4 segment in addition to their antidromic
activation from the cerebellum and the contralateral lateral
funiculus.

Analysis

Both the original data and averages of 10–40 single postsynaptic potentials were stored on line. Changes in the
recorded potentials were estimated by measuring either
the peak amplitudes or the areas of these potentials within
selected time windows. The timing of extracellularly
evoked discharges was estimated using peristimulus time
histograms and the number of discharges was determined
using cumulative sums of data points from the histograms.
The comparisons were made for discharges evoked by
20–50 trains of up to six stimuli (for details see Jankowska
et al. 1997, 2011). A software sampling and analysis system
designed by E. Eide, T. Holmström and N. Pihlgren
(University of Gothenburg) was used for these purposes.
Differences between samples of neurons were assessed for
statistical significance using Student’s t test for unpaired
or paired data, assuming equal variance.

J Physiol 589.23

Criteria for evaluation of direct and indirect actions of
rubrospinal tract neurones and the timing of these
actions

Synaptic actions most reliably attributable to rubrospinal
neurones are evoked by electrical stimuli applied within
the red nucleus, after having verified that they are not
replicated by similar stimuli applied outside this nucleus
(Hongo et al. 1969; Baldissera et al. 1972). Nevertheless,
electrical stimuli may activate neurones in the red
nucleus in two ways, either directly or trans-synaptically
via interposito-rubral fibres providing input to these
neurones, as schematically indicated in Fig. 1C. The
thresholds for the direct and trans-synaptic activation
were found to be similarly low but the proportions of
directly and trans-synaptically excited neurones differ
depending on the electrode location within the red
nucleus and the stimulus intensity. At stimulus intensities
near maximal for activating rubrospinal neurones (about
100 μA) some neurones are usually activated directly and
others trans-synaptically, but a given neurone is never
activated twice (Baldissera et al. 1972). Therefore the two
components of the descending volleys recorded from the
spinal cord reflect activation of different proportions of
rubrospinal neurones. The second component is as a rule
delayed by 0.5–1.0 ms with respect to the first component,
corresponding to one synaptic delay plus an additional
delay for generation of spike potentials in the neurones,
the exact timing between the two components depending
on the relative effectiveness of the stimuli needed to evoke
direct and indirect activation of RN neurones.
With this in mind, monosynaptic actions of rubrospinal
neurones on spinal neurones should be evoked at
synaptic delays of ≤1 ms from the first components
of rubral descending volleys but could also be evoked
at 0.5–1.0 ms longer delays if they were induced by
the second components of the descending volleys.
Disynaptically evoked postsynaptic potentials could thus
not be differentiated from those evoked monosynaptically
on the basis of their latencies. Differentiation based
on temporal facilitation of disynaptic but not monosynaptic PSPs evoked by successive stimuli would be
similarly less reliable than temporal facilitation of effects
of directly stimulated axons, e.g. reticulospinal or corticospinal fibres, because monosynaptic actions evoked by
trans-synaptically excited RN could be facilitated at
the rubral level (with associated increases of the later
components of the descending volleys, see Fig. 6A and
B). Hence, although the lack of temporal facilitation
would define PSPs as evoked monosynaptically, the
occurrence of such facilitation could not be used to
refute the monosynaptic coupling. The most reliable
criterion for disynaptically evoked postsynaptic actions
relayed by spinal neurones is therefore the combination of
being evoked by double or triple but not single stimuli,
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at latencies exceeding 1 ms and displaying temporal
facilitation.
Results
Are discharges of SB neurones evoked by stimuli
applied in the RN?

EPSPs evoked in VSCT neurones by single stimuli applied
in the RN in deeply anaesthetized preparations as reported
by Baldissera & ten Bruggencate (1976) would not be
likely to give rise to action potentials. However, as most
of these EPSPs were evoked di- or polysynaptically, with
additional synaptic relays either within the RN (see the
last section of the Methods) or at a spinal level, they
might be expected to be larger in non-anaesthetized preparations. Synaptic actions of rubrospinal neurones on
VSCT neurones might therefore be comparable to actions
of corticospinal neurones and likewise discharge them. In
order to counteract the depressive effects of anaesthesia, we
enhanced synaptic transmission in pathways between RN
and the spinocerebellar neurones by 4-AP (Sigma, USA;
0.1–0.2 mg kg−1 , I.V.) as in previous studies (Hammar et al.
2011; Jankowska et al. 2011), and used relatively long trains
of RN stimuli (5–6 stimuli at 300 or 400 Hz). We used the
spinal border subpopulation of VSCT neurones located in
the L4 segment, the excitatory input to a high proportion
of which is derived from descending tract neurones rather
than from peripheral afferents (Lundberg & Weight, 1971;
Baldissera & Roberts, 1975; Baldissera & ten Bruggencate,
1976; Fu et al. 1977; Hammar et al. 2011).
Under these conditions, trains of stimuli applied in the
co RN evoked discharges of 13 out of 29 extracellularly
recorded SB neurones. However, in several neurones
spike potentials only appeared occasionally, less than
after every 10th stimulus, and could not be reliably
differentiated from spontaneously occurring discharges.
They consistently followed the 3rd–5th stimuli in only
nine (31%) neurones. In the same sample the same
proportion of neurones (31%) were discharged by stimuli
applied in the co PT but a much higher proportion
(85%) were discharged by MLF stimuli. RN and PT
stimuli were also less effective than MLF stimuli in that
they evoked responses of SB neurones three times less
frequently than MLF stimuli (0.11 ± 0.03 and 0.09 ± 0.03
against 0.33 ± 0.04 responses per stimulus, respectively).
In addition, responses evoked by RN and PT stimuli
usually appeared only after the 4th–5th stimulus in the
train while they appeared after the 2nd, 3rd and sometimes
even 1st MLF stimuli, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Are discharges of SB neurones evoked from the MLF
facilitated or depressed by stimuli applied in the RN?

Despite infrequent activation of SB neurones by RN
stimuli, RN neurones could provide subliminal excitatory
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input to SB neurones that failed to discharge in response
to these stimuli and thereby contribute to activation of
SB neurones by other stimuli. This was verified using
two measures: changes in the proportions of neurones
activated by joint and separate RN and MLF stimuli and
changes in the number of responses evoked by these
stimuli. Figure 3B illustrates the stronger combined effects
of trains of stimuli applied in the RN and MLF than effects
of stimulation of the MLF alone, with a greater number
of responses evoked after the second and third stimulus
in the cumulative sums. The facilitation was evoked in
only 5/24 (21 %) of the neurones tested, and combined
effects of trains of stimuli applied in the RN and MLF were
more frequently weaker than effects of stimulation of the

Figure 2. Comparison of effectiveness of RN, PT and MLF
stimuli in discharging SB neurones
Left panels, single extracellular records from one of the neurones in
which consistent discharges were evoked from the RN with the
corresponding records from the cord dorsum below. The timing of 5
RN and PT stimuli and of 4 MLF stimuli is indicated by dotted lines.
Note that descending volleys induced by these stimuli appeared at
latencies of about 3 ms, i.e. just prior to the next stimulus. Right
panels, peristimulus time histograms of responses evoked by 20
sequences of the stimuli (bottom traces) and cumulative sums of
these responses (upper traces; each spike adding one step to the
curve. The figures give the total number of responses evoked by the
illustrated sequences of stimuli. In this and the following figures
rectangular pulses at the beginning of records are calibration pulses
(0.2 mV unless stated otherwise). The negativity is downwards in
microelectrode records and upwards in records from the cord
dorsum.
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MLF alone, in 15/24 (63%) of the neurones. An example
of a lower number of responses after each stimulus is
given in Fig. 3F and the data for the whole sample are
shown in Fig. 4. The data points above and below the
grey horizontal line in Fig. 4 represent facilitation and
depression of responses to MLF stimuli above their control
values of 7–10 per sequence of 20 stimuli, with 5% changes
in both directions considered as null, or as being within the
errors of measurement. Despite the greater number of cells
in which responses evoked from the MLF were depressed,
or only negligibly affected, the dominating effect of RN
stimuli was facilitation as the overall effect of these stimuli
amounted to 126 ± 30%.
However, stimulation of the RN sometimes resulted
in mixed effects. Even when responses to the first MLF
stimuli were enhanced, those to the later MLF stimuli were
often weakened (as exemplified in Fig. 3E). The degree
of facilitation of responses evoked by the first effective
stimulus was therefore more marked. In the 19 neurones

J Physiol 589.23

out of the total sample of 24 SB neurones in which such a
comparison was made, it occurred in a larger proportion
(52% after the first stimulus compared to 21% after a
stimulus train). The depression of responses evoked by
single MLF stimuli was accordingly found in a smaller
proportion of SB neurones (48% compared to 63%).
In individual SB neurones the effects of PT and RN
stimuli on discharges evoked from the MLF were either
in the same or in the opposite direction, being either
facilitated from both, or facilitated from PT but depressed
from NR, or vice versa. Facilitation from both PT and
RN is illustrated in Fig. 3B and C, depression evoked by
RN stimuli but facilitation by PT stimuli is illustrated
in Fig. 3E and F and the data for the whole sample of
extracellularly recorded SB neurones are summarized in
Fig. 4. The proportions of SB neurones in which the
total number of responses was increased following RN
stimuli (21%) was smaller than that observed following
PT stimuli (37%), but facilitation after the first effective

Figure 3. Interactions between effects of stimuli applied in the RN, the MLF and the PT on responses of
SB neurones
A, an example of single sweep extracellular records of responses of a SB neurone to 4 MLF stimuli (top record),
peristimulus time histogram of responses to 20 sequences of these stimuli (as in Fig. 2F) and the corresponding
records of descending volleys. B, cumulative sums of responses evoked when MLF stimuli were applied alone (as
in Fig. 2F; middle trace) and when they were associated with a partly overlapping train of 5 stimuli applied in the
RN (top trace) which failed to induce any discharges by itself (lower trace). Dotted vertical lines indicate the timing
of the four MLF stimuli; the timing of RN stimuli is indicated at the bottom in G. Note the much greater number
of responses evoked by the second MLF stimulus when preceded by RN stimuli, even though the total number
was only moderately increased. C, as in B, but for effects of MLF and PT stimuli. D–F, as in A–C, but from another
SB neurone in which the number of responses evoked by MLF stimuli preceded by RN stimuli was considerably
decreased. G, effects of combining RN and PT stimuli on responses evoked by PT stimuli in the same SB neurone
as in E and F. H and I, examples of antidromically evoked activation of the first neurone by stimuli applied within
the cerebellum and to the contralateral lateral funiculus. Other indications are as in Fig. 2.
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Table 1. Comparison of synaptic actions from the contralateral RN, contralateral PT and ipsilateral MLF in spinal border neurones and
in lumbar motoneurones.
VSCT and SB
neurones∗

α
motoneurones∗∗

i MLF
n = 42

co RN
n = 82

co RN
n = 12

17%
19%

53%

41%

42%

SB neurones present study
co RN
n = 42
Proportions of neurones with:
Monosynaptic EPSPs
Disynaptic EPSPs
Mono and/or disynaptic EPSPs
Disynaptic IPSPs
Mean latencies (ms) of:
Monosynaptic EPSPs (0.5–0.9 ms segmental)
Disynaptic EPSPs (1.1–1.4 ms segmental)
Disynaptic IPSPs (1.1–2.2 ms segmental)

co PT
n = 38

17%
43%
57%
81%

55%

49%
49%
83%
54%

4.33 ± 0.11
4.66 ± 0.20
5.16 ± 0.06

5.86 ± 0.76 (trisyn)
5.95 ± 0.24 (trisyn)

3.28 ± 0.05
4.02 ± 0.15
4.24 ± 0.11

39%

4.79 ± 0.09
5.17 ± 0.18

∗ Data

from Fig. 1 in Baldissera & ten Bruggencate, 1976. ∗∗ Data from Fig. 7 in Stecina et al. 2008. Note that latencies of disynaptic EPSPs
from RN were 1.2 ms shorter than of most likely trisynaptic EPSPs from co PT. The difference between latencies of disynaptic IPSPs from
RN and from PT was smaller (0.79 ms) but it was also compatible with a more direct coupling. Note also similar latencies of disynaptic
EPSPs and IPSPs of RN origin in SB neurones and in hindlimb alpha-motoneurones.

stimuli occurred in similar proportions (52 and 57% of
the neurones respectively).
When PT stimulation evoked neuronal discharges by
itself, effects of RN stimulation were examined not only

on responses evoked from the MLF but also on responses
following PT stimulation. In all five neurones in which this
was investigated the total number of these responses was
reduced when they were combined with RN stimulation.

Figure 4. Interactions between effects of stimuli applied in
the RN, the MLF and the PT on reponses of SB neurones
Plots of numbers of responses to 20 sequences of trains of stimuli
applied in the MLF when they were preceded by and overlapped
with trains of stimuli in the contralateral RN (filled symbols) or PT
(open symbols). The data are expressed as a percentage of the
total number of responses evoked by MLF stimuli during a 20 ms
time windows after the first MLF stimulus in 24 SB neurones. The
data are ranked from the lowest to the highest number of
responses evoked by joint actions of MLF and RN stimuli
represented by filled symbols. The grey horizontal bar indicates
the number of MLF evoked responses expressed as 100 ± 5%.
The differences between overall effects (including facilitatory as
well as depressive effects) of RN and PT stimuli were not
statistically significant (Student’s t test for paired samples).
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In two of these SB neurones none or only occasional
discharges were evoked by RN stimuli alone but when
these stimuli preceded PT stimulation the responses were
depressed to 26% and 10% respectively. In the remaining
three SB neurones in which weak discharges were evoked

J Physiol 589.23

from RN the depression was estimated to amount to 33%,
24% and 72%, respectively. In neurones which were subsequently penetrated, a good correspondence was found
between facilitation or inhibition evoked from the RN
and the dominating EPSPs or IPSPs evoked by the same
stimuli.
Distribution of monosynaptic and disynaptic EPSPs
and disynaptic IPSPs from the RN

Figure 5. Examples of monosynaptic EPSPs from RN in two SB
neurones
In all panels, upper traces are intracellular records and lower traces
are records from the cord dorsum. Left panels, records from one of
the two SB neurones illustrating monosynaptic EPSPs evoked by
single 50 and 100 μA stimuli (A), EPSPs followed by disynaptic IPSPs
after the 2nd, 3rd and 4th stimuli (B), disynaptic IPSPs from the MLF,
possibly preceded by small EPSPs (C), and IPSPs from the PT (D).
Right panels, similar records from the second SB neurone penetrated
in the same experiment but with a different pattern of input, with
smaller EPSPs (E), but with larger IPSPs from RN (F), monosynaptic
EPSPs followed by disynaptic EPSPs rather than IPSPs from the MLF
(G), and larger IPSPs from the PT (H). Note that records in A and E
are expanded 2× vertically and 4× horizontally. The first vertical
dotted lines in each panel indicate the positive inflection of the first
descending volley induced by the stimuli in the same segment as the
cells recorded from. The following dotted lines indicate the onset of
various components of postsynaptic potentials following this volley
with the latencies indicated to the right of these lines. Rectangular
pulses at the beginning of records as well as those below records in
A and E are 0.2 mV calibration pulses.

Monosynaptic EPSPs evoked from RN were found in a
much smaller proportion of neurones than from the MLF
(Table 1). As described in Methods they were identified
by their appearance after the first stimulus as well as after
the subsequent stimuli in a train, at segmental latencies
of <1 ms from the first component of the descending
volley, with examples in Fig. 5A and B, and E and F and
Fig. 6. However, as rubrospinal neurones may be activated
both directly and trans-synaptically and as the second
components of the descending volleys reflect the indirect
trans-synaptic activation, monosynaptically evoked EPSPs
were expected to follow not only the first but also the
second component of the volley. As illustrated in Fig. 5A
and E, the first and second components of EPSPs evoked
by single stimuli were evoked at about 0.5 and 1.0 ms,
being compatible with monosynaptic actions following
both components of the descending volleys. Such EPSPs
were often evoked in neurones in which the dominating
input from the PT was inhibitory, as in the SB neurones
illustrated in Fig. 5A–D and E–H.
Disynaptic EPSPs were evoked by only the second
or successive stimuli and showed distinct temporal
facilitation (Fig. 5A–D). The temporal facilitation is best
seen when comparing the net effects of successive stimuli
after having subtracted effects of the earlier stimuli,
as in the right panels in Fig. 6A–C and in the superimposed expanded records in Fig. 6H. They were evoked
at longer segmental latencies from the first components
of the descending volleys than those classified as evoked
monosynaptically. Disynaptic EPSPs were found in similar
proportions of SB neurones from RN, PT and MLF.
However, not only monosynaptic but also disynaptic
EPSPs from RN were often evoked in neurones in
which the dominating input from the MLF and PT was
inhibitory, as in that illustrated in Fig. 6E.
Disynaptic IPSPs from RN (Fig. 5F) were evoked in
a larger proportion of SB neurones than IPSPs from
either PT or MLF (Table 1) and they often cut short the
monosynaptic EPSPs preceding them, as in the neurone
illustrated in Fig. 5F. A more potent inhibitory input from
RN may thus explain why effects of stimuli applied in RN
were less effective in discharging SB neurones than those
applied in PT despite the more direct excitatory input.
Proportions of neurones with monosynaptic EPSPs were
the same in the present sample of SB neurones and in the
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sample of neurones of Baldissera & Bruggencate (1976).
The proportion of neurones with disynaptic EPSPs of RN
origin were either smaller than in α-motoneurones or
similar (Stecina et al. 2008) but that with disynaptic IPSPs
was larger.
Are synaptic actions of rubrospinal and pyramidal
tract neurones on SB neurones relayed in a similar
way?

The differences in distribution of disynaptic EPSPs and
IPSPs from the coRN, coPT and MLF raised the question
whether disynaptic actions of RN neurones could be
mediated in a similar way as disynaptic actions of PT

Figure 6. Examples of disynaptic EPSPs evoked from the RN
In each panel upper records are intracellular records from an SB
neurone and lower records from the cord dorsum. A–D, EPSPs
evoked by the 2nd, 3rd and 4th stimuli but not by single stimuli
applied in the RN. EPSPs evoked by consecutive stimuli have been
visualized by subtracting PSPs evoked by smaller numbers of stimuli
in A–B, B–C and C–D. E and F, IPSPs evoked in the same neurone by
stimulation of the MLF and of the Q nerve. G, antidromically evoked
spike potential following cerebellar stimulation. H, superimposed
expanded records of EPSPs evoked by the 2nd (light grey; second
dotted line) and 4th (dark grey; first dotted line) RN stimuli. They are
aligned with respect to the RN stimuli that evoked them and
illustrate the considerably shorter latencies of EPSPs evoked by the
4th stimuli, whether they were measured from the first or the
second components of the descending volleys. Both were consistent
with disynaptic coupling from the first components (indicated by the
dotted line on the cord dorsum records) or with monosynaptic
coupling from the later components following trans-synaptic
activation of RN neurones (Baldissera et al. 1972).

Figure 7. Comparison of effects of stimuli applied in the
contralateral RN and the contralateral PT before and after the
MLF lesion
A–C, D and E, G and H and K–M, records from four SB neurones,
the first recorded prior the MLF lesion and the three remaining
neurones after the lesion. Upper traces, intracellular records from the
neurones. Lower traces, records from the cord dorsum. F, the extent
of the lesion. I and J, records from the lateral funiculus at the Th12
and L4 levels showing that the volleys evoked by MLF stimulation
disappeared after the lesion. Note that both EPSPs and IPSPs were
evoked from the RN after the lesion but only IPSPs followed PT
stimuli.
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neurones, i.e. by being relayed by reticulospinal neurones. A closer inspection of EPSPs evoked by the second
or third stimulus in the train (see the expanded records
in Fig. 6H) revealed that while the latencies from the first
component of the descending volley exceeded 1 ms (being
compatible with disynaptic coupling), the latencies from
the second components of descending volleys were <1 ms.
These later components could therefore represent monosynaptic actions of trans-synaptically activated RN neurones (Baldissera et al. 1972) with direct actions on SB neurones but could also be relayed by spinal interneurones. In
order to verify whether disynaptic rubral actions could be
relayed at a spinal level, we compared effects of stimuli
applied in the contralateral RN before and after transection of axons of reticulospinal neurones descending in
the MLF. The extent of the MLF lesion was monitored
by recording descending volleys evoked by MLF stimuli
applied a few millimetres rostral to the transection by
using records from the ipsilateral lateral funiculus at a
Th12 level and L4 levels. The lesion was gradually extended
until the volleys disappeared (cf. Fig. 7L and M). The
histological reconstruction of the lesion (Fig. 7K ) showed
that it covered an area corresponding to the whole MLF
and the neighbouring parts of the reticular formation
bilaterally but spared both pyramids.
In eight SB neurones intracellularly recorded after such
a lesion both monosynaptic (n = 2) and disynaptic EPSPs
(n = 6) and disynaptic IPSPs (n = 8) were evoked by RN
stimuli with examples in Fig. 7G and H. The latencies and
the amplitudes of these PSPs both fell within the same
ranges as before the lesion. In contrast, no EPSPs from
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the PT were evoked in any of these neurones and IPSPs
(Fig. 7H and J) tended to be smaller and appeared after
later stimuli in the train and at longer latencies.
Extracellular records from 34 SB neurones obtained
after the MLF transection revealed that 41% of the neurones were discharged by RN stimuli (as compared to
31% in preparations with the MLF intact) and that the
rates of discharges in the two preparations were similar
(0.14 ± 0.04 and 0.11 ± 0.03 responses per stimulus
for the whole sample, or 0.33 ± 0.07 and 0.34 ± 0.06
responses for those effectively activated). Records from
one of the most effectively activated SB neurones, after
the 3rd, 4th or 5th stimulus, are illustrated in Fig. 8.
Figure 8A and B shows also that stimuli applied within the
nucleus were more effective than those applied close to its
dorsal or ventral borders. When latencies of descending
volleys evoked from these locations (Fig. 8F and G) were
compared to the latencies of antidromic field potentials
(Fig. 8E) they showed in addition that they met the
requirements for volleys in directly and trans-synaptically
(i.e. after an additional delay) activated rubrospinal neurones (Baldissera et al. 1972) as in preparations with intact
MLF.
Discussion
The results of a previous study (Hammar et al. 2011) led
to the conclusion that SB neurones forward information
on the likely output of descending commands of
reticulospinal neurones on spinal neurones and thereby
reflect the probability of activating motoneurones. This

Figure 8. Examples of activation of SB neurones
by stimuli applied in the contralateral RN after the
MLF lesion
A and B, peristimulus time histograms and cumulative
sums of responses of an SB neurone by a train of 5
stimuli applied in the RN at different depths in
millimetres below the inter-aural level (H level 0)
according to Horsley–Clarke’s coordinates (see Fig. 1A)
together with cord dorsum potentials following NR
stimuli at a depth H–2.5. C, five superimposed records
of antidromic responses evoked from the cerebellum. D,
single record of responses evoked by a train of 5 stimuli
at a depth H–2.5 and descending volleys recorded from
the cord dorsum at L4. E, antidromic field potential
recorded in the RN by stimuli applied at Th12. F and G,
descending volleys recorded from the cord dorsum at
Th12 when stimuli were applied at the indicated depths
in the RN. Note that the descending volleys evoked from
the more dorsal location were evoked at a shorter
latency than those from more ventral location, directly
and trans-synaptically, respectively, and that the
latencies of the earliest discharges of the illustrated SB
neurone were also shorter when the stimuli were
applied more dorsally.
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proposed function of SB neurones may therefore be added
to the functions of VSCT neurones discussed previously,
such as comparing input and output from spinal interneurones (Lundberg, 1971; Lindström, 1973; Baldissera &
Roberts, 1975). The other recent study (Jankowska et al.
2011) revealed that SB neurones may reflect the probability
of activating motoneurones not only by reticulospinal but
also by corticospinal neurones and neurones or fibres
stimulated within the mesencephalic locomotor region
relayed by reticulospinal neurones. The results of the present study extend the number of descending commands
monitored in this way by SB neurones to those originating
from rubrospinal neurones.
As shown in the results RN neurones may discharge SB
neurones albeit both the proportion of SB neurones and
the degree to which they are activated are about three times
weaker than following stimulation of axons of RS neurones within the MLF. Discharges evoked by RN neurones
might thus be a much less reliable source of information
on descending commands than those evoked by RS neurones and the weak excitatory input from RN neurones to SB
neurones would make them even less likely to monitor the
descending commands initiated by RS neurones. However,
RN neurones were found to facilitate responses of SB
neurones evoked by reticulospinal neurones to the same
extent as PT neurones and in this way may contribute to
the monitoring of descending commands relayed by RS
neurones, as discussed by Hammar et al. (2011).
Previously analysed actions of RN neurones on
motoneurones revealed that the most direct coupling
between these neurones is disynaptic (Hongo et al. 1969)
in contrast to both monosynaptically and disynaptically
evoked synaptic actions found in SB neurones, both by
Baldissera et al. (1969, 1975, 1976) and in the present
study. The amplitudes of disynaptic EPSPs evoked in
motoneurones appeared to be larger than in SB neurones
and the motoneurones might be more easily discharged
than SB neurones, at least as judged by limb movements
evoked by RN stimulation. We nevertheless propose that
the excitatory actions of RN neurones on SB neurones reflect the excitatory actions of RN neurones on
motoneurones; together with the facilitation of activation
of SB neurones by RS neurones they could be used to
signal to the cerebellum that RS neurones may be relatively
more effective in activating motoneurones. Vice versa,
the reflection of inhibitory actions of RN neurones on
motoneurones and depression of activation of SB neurones by RS neurones, could be used to signal that actions of
RS neurones are likely to be relatively less effective. If so,
the results of this study would indicate that input from RN
neurones to SB neurones more likely signals a probability
of activation of motoneurones by rubrospinal neurones
than serves to monitor the descending rubral commands.
In view of the previously reported projections from
the RN to the medial part of the ipsilateral reticular
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formation in the rat (Yasui et al. 2001) and the contralateral parvicellular reticular nucleus in the cat (Robinson
et al. 1987) we expected a coupling between RN and
RS neurones similar to that between PT and RS neurones, even though it was not established whether neurones
targeted by RN neurones in these regions of the reticular
formation project to the spinal cord and could relay RN
actions to SB neurones. Latencies of disynaptic EPSPs
and IPSPs evoked in SB neurones from the RN would
be compatible with such a possibility as they exceeded the
latencies of monosynaptically evoked EPSPs from the MLF
by 1.1–1.8 ms, compatible with synaptic actions evoked
with one additional synaptic delay. These disynaptic EPSPs
and IPSPs could, however, be mediated by spinal interneurones as well as by RS neurones. In motoneurones
disynaptic EPSPs and IPSPs evoked from the RN were
frequently found not to be associated with similar actions
from the MLF, or to be associated with opposite actions
(Stecina et al. 2008), showing that spinal neurones may
relay RN actions in their own right. In the present study we
found even stronger evidence to this end by finding that
disynaptic actions from RN remain after transection of
axons of reticulospinal neurones in the MLF. Even if some
rubrospinal actions were relayed by reticulospinal neurones, the relative contribution of such actions would thus
be much weaker than actions evoked by PT stimuli which
were abolished by the MLF lesions. A further difference
found between disynaptic actions of RN and PT neurones on SB neurones was that disynaptic EPSPs and IPSPs
of RN origin are evoked at shorter latencies than those
from the PT (see Table 1), while the same latencies would
be expected if they were both relayed by reticulospinal
neurones.
The evidence that premotor interneurones mediating
inhibition of motoneurones mediate at least some diand/or trisynaptic IPSPs evoked from the RN (Baldissera
& ten Bruggencate, 1976) could apply to SB neurones
as well as to other subpopulations of VSCT neurones.
Firstly, because the same categories of spinal interneurones
were shown to inhibit VSCT with dominating excitatory
input from Ib afferents (the Ib subpopulation of VSCT
neurones), or from Ia afferents (SB neurones), or with
dominating inhibitory input from peripheral afferents (for
references see Jankowska et al. 2010). Secondly, because
the sample of Baldissera & ten Bruggencate (1976) might
have included some SB neurones, as judged by very low
threshold of EPSPs evoked in some of those illustrated in
their Figs 4 and 6. Baldissera and ten Bruggencate (1976)
demonstrated the involvement of inhibitory premotor
interneurones by a mutual facilitation of disynaptic or
trisynaptic IPSPs evoked from the RN and by group Ia,
as well as by group Ib afferents. EPSPs evoked from the
NR were on the other hand attributed to interneurones
in polysynaptic pathways, primarily from skin afferents
but also from group II and III muscle afferents. Our
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observations on input from primary afferents to SB neurones corroborate this conclusion with respect to SB neurones as we only found evidence for actions of inhibitory premotor interneurones upon them (Jankowska et al. 2010).
We would therefore postulate that excitatory actions of
RN neurones on SB neurones are mediated by either
non-premotor interneurones, or by propriospinal neurones. Propriospinal neurones co-excited by rubro-spinal as
well as by cortico- and reticulo-spinal neurones, e.g. those
located in the 3rd and 4th cervical segments (Lundberg,
1979; Alstermark et al. 2007), would seem the most likely
candidates, but those co-ordinating activity of neurones
within the cervical and lumbo-sacral enlargements might
also be involved.
Monosynaptic EPSPs evoked in SB neurones by RN
neurones would not replicate rubral actions on feline
motoneurones because of lack of evidence for direct
coupling between them (Hongo et al. 1969). However,
these monosynaptic EPSPs together with disynaptic and
polysynaptic EPSPs could provide an indication on the
likely excitatory input to motoneurones, whether direct
or indirect. Provided that monosynaptic EPSPs gave rise
to discharges of SB neurones they could also be used to
compare input to spinal interneurones with their output,
as proposed by Lundberg (1971). However, the monosynaptic input from RN neurones might also be considered
to reflect the parallel direct coupling to SB neurones
and motoneurones present in some species, in particular
in primates in which it has been firmly demonstrated
(Holstege et al. 1988; Cheney et al. 1991). Provided a
relationship between monosynaptic input from RN neurones to motoneurones and SB neurones exists, SB neurones in primates might be activated by RN neurones to
a much greater extent than they are in the cat. They
might also be more involved in predicting actions of
RN neurones on motoneurones, despite differences in
the size and cytoarchitecture of the RN in primates (for
references see Yamaguchi, 2006), which may be coupled
to the increasing role of the corticospinal and corticobulbar tract for skilled digit movements (for review see
Pettersson et al. 2007). Such a role might be in keeping with
the importance of the red nucleus for the initiation and
control of centrally initiated voluntary movements and
for replacing functions of damaged corticospinal neurones, demonstrated by a reorganization of rubrospinal
actions following a pyramidal tract lesion and contributing
to recovery of lost motor function in primates (see
e.g. Cheney et al. 1991; Belhaj-Saif & Cheney, 2000)
and by activity of rubral neurones during voluntary
movements in humans (see e.g. Habas et al. 2010). Predicting the actions of RN neurones on motoneurones
by their actions on SB neurones the cerebellum may
thus be as important in primates as in the cat to allow
adjustments of the descending commands sent by RN
neurones.
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